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Abstract 
 
The economics of big data knowledge, especially cloud computing and statistical data of 
consumer preferences, has attracted increasing academic and industry practitioners' attention. 
Firms nowadays require purchasing not only external private patent knowledge from other 
firms, but also proprietary big data knowledge to support their new product development. 
Extant research investigates pricing strategies of external private patent knowledge and 
proprietary big data knowledge separately. Yet, a comprehensive investigation of pricing 
strategies of these two types of knowledge is in pressing need. This research constructs an 
overarching pricing model of external private patent knowledge and proprietary big data 
knowledge through the lens of firm profitability as a knowledge transaction recipient. The 
proposed model can help those firms who purchase external knowledge choose the optimal 
knowledge structure and pricing strategies of two types of knowledge, and provide theoretical 
and methodological guidance for knowledge transaction recipient firms to negotiate with 
knowledge providers. 
 
Keywords: Knowledge transaction, two-part tariff pricing,lump-sum pricing, royalty 
pricing, subscription pricing, pay-per-use pricing  
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1. Introduction  

With the unprecedented fast progress of the big data era, mining insights from big data and 
managing the corresponding knowledge are key factors for firms to enhance their competitive 
advantage [1-4]. In addition to private patent knowledge that firms could develop internally or 
purchase externally from other organizations, proprietary big data knowledge has become an 
essential type of knowledge required for firms’ new product development. With big data 
knowledge, firms can understand customers’ preferences, predict their demands, and develop 
new products to meet those needs by leveraging product evaluation and trial data from product 
transaction platforms, blogs, Twitter, WeChat, and other social networks [5-9]. Given big data 
includes not only structured data but also semi-structured or even unstructured data that 
present in a variety of sources, there are a range of data analysis firms, consulting firms, or 
cloud computing firms that glean big data knowledge from vast amounts of data sources using 
text mining, quantitative prediction models, Knowledge Discovery in Data (KDD), data 
mining, and visualization and provider proprietary big data knowledge to those firms in need 
as knowledge transaction recipients. These proprietary big data knowledge providers have 
become new entities of knowledge transactions [10, 11]. Consequently, in this big data 
environment, proprietary big data knowledge has become an integral part that firms need to 
purchase to develop their new products, in addition to the private patent knowledge they 
accumulate within their firms internally or acquire from other organizations externally. 
Accordingly, the activities of knowledge transactions have become more complicated than 
before.  

Scholars have conducted a lot of research from the perspective of pricing strategies for 
private knowledge, especially for private intellectual property licensing [12-14]. Arrow (1972) 
introduces the concept of patent licensing. He also contends that patent holders would charge 
fixed fees or royalty payments for using the new patent as a return for their investment in 
research and development (R&D) [15]. Vishwasrao (2007) finds that the private knowledge 
providers prefer to use the royalties pricing method in a patent licensing transaction when the 
sales of a new product based on this patent are relatively high; in contrast, fluctuant product 
sales and higher profitability are conducive to the fixed fee pricing method in patent licensing 
transaction [16]. Recently, some scholars reveal that the two-part tariff pricing method, 
including a fixed fee and an optimal per-unit royalty, positively impacts the relatively 
significant patent innovations of private knowledge providers [17, 18]. 

Extant research has also examined different pricing strategies for proprietary big data 
knowledge. It is suggested that the most popular pricing strategies for proprietary big data 
knowledge transactions are subscription pricing, pay-per-use pricing, and two-part tariff 
pricing [19-24]. Although prior research has demonstrated the importance of proprietary big 
data knowledge and paid attention to its pricing strategies, these studies mainly focus on the 
pricing methods of a single type of knowledge and lack a comprehensive examination of both 
proprietary big data knowledge and private patent knowledge. This research posits that 
although proprietary big data knowledge characteristics are different from that of private 
patent knowledge, the basic pricing methods are similar. Therefore, the pricing methods of 
these two types of knowledge and their impact on firms’ new product development 
performance shall be investigated in a comprehensive manner. Therefore, this research 
constructs a pricing model of proprietary big data knowledge and private patent knowledge 
from a knowledge transaction recipients’ standpoint. This model helps knowledge transaction 
recipients to optimize their knowledge structure and pricing schemes of two types of 
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knowledge. Meanwhile, this research’s findings provide theoretical and methodological 
guidance for knowledge transaction recipient firms to negotiate with knowledge providers. 

The paper first commences with current pricing methods and challenges faced when 
conducting knowledge transactions in the big data era. Then, the pricing framework and model 
hypotheses are proposed in Section 2. Section 3 presents a pricing strategies selection model 
of two types of knowledge, while Section 4 compares the experimental results of three price 
strategies and discusses its implication. Section 5 contains conclusions and provides directions 
for future work. 

2. Pricing Framework and Model Hypotheses 

2.1 Pricing Framework for Two Types of Knowledge Transaction 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Pricing framework for two types of knowledge transaction 
 

Suppose a new product development of a firm needs both private patent knowledge and 
proprietary big data knowledge. Hence, the knowledge pricing in knowledge transactions 
includes two aspects: private patent knowledge pricing and proprietary big data knowledge 
pricing. Knowledge transaction recipient firms could access private patent knowledge by 
paying a fixed one-time fee, that is, a lump-sum fee, to purchase the full license rights. They 
can also extract profits through a per-unit royalty on production. Private patent knowledge 
providers sometimes also employ a two-part tariff pricing scheme which consists of a fixed 
fee plus a per-unit royalty payment. Therefore, there are three pricing schemes for private 
patent knowledge transactions: lump-sum pricing, royalty pricing, and two-part tariff pricing. 
The pricing schemes of proprietary big data knowledge transactions also include three types  
of strategies: subscription pricing, pay-per-use pricing, and two-part tariff pricing [23]. With 
subscription pricing, knowledge transaction recipient firms pay a fixed fee on a recurring basis 
to access the proprietary big data knowledge's license rights as an online service. With pay-
per-use pricing, knowledge transaction recipients only have to pay according to the percentage 
of knowledge they use. Also, two-part tariff pricing has nowadays become a popular pricing 
strategy among proprietary big data knowledge providers. With two-part tariff pricing, 
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proprietary big data knowledge providers charge the knowledge transaction recipients an 
optimal per-transaction fee plus a fixed fee (usually registration fee of the platform) [25].  

Knowledge transaction can be viewed as a process of knowledge transfer [26]. Thus, the 
decision-making principle and method of knowledge transfer can be employed for the 
selection of knowledge structure and the pricing strategies of knowledge transaction recipients. 
In light of this, the knowledge transaction recipient's profitability can be calculated by new 
product development performance after knowledge transaction. To select optimal knowledge 
structure and pricing strategies for knowledge transaction, a knowledge pricing decision model 
can be set up by maximizing the expected profit of a knowledge transaction recipient, which 
needs to purchase both private patent knowledge and proprietary big data knowledge to 
develop a new product. The pricing framework of two types of knowledge transactions is 
depicted in Fig. 1. 

2.2. Model Hypotheses 

Hypothesis 1. iV  is a firm that needs both private patent knowledge and big data knowledge 

to develop a new product. At time T  the firm iV  buys one type of private patent knowledge 

from a private patent knowledge provider jV  and one type of proprietary big data knowledge 

from an proprietary big data knowledge provider kBD  simultaneously. iV  merely produces 
one product, and it will take new product development immediately after knowledge 
transaction. 
Hypothesis 2. 11k  is the part of fixed fee of private patent knowledge, 12k  is the per-unit 

royalty of private patent knowledge on production. 21k  is the registration fee of big data 

knowledge, 22k  is the price cap of each proprietary big data knowledge transaction, and 

11 12 21 22k k k k， ， ，  are constants. 

Hypothesis 3. 1q  represents the production of new product after private and proprietary big 

data knowledge transaction. 2 2(0 1)q q≤ ≤  denotes the usage ratio of proprietary big data 

knowledge. 2 1q =  represents iV  will purchase  full access of exploitation for the 
proprietary big data knowledge in this knowledge transaction. 
Hypothesis 4. The total transaction cost of two types of knowledge K  includes the fixed 
transaction cost fixk  and the variable transaction cost vark . 

Hypothesis 5. 1 2ω ω,  are the weights of private patent knowledge contribution and 
proprietary big data knowledge contribution to the total update rate of external knowledge that 

iV  purchases from jV  and kBD  for new product development 

1 2 1 20 1 1ω ω ω ω≤ ≤   =（ , ， + ）. 

Hypothesis 6. 1 1(0 1)β β < <  represents the update rate of private patent knowledge at the 

starting point when iV  only purchases private patent knowledge from jV . Similarly, 

2 2(0 1)β β < <  is the update rate of proprietary big data knowledge at the starting point when 

iV  only purchases proprietary big data knowledge from kBD , and (0 1)β β < <  is the 
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total update rate of external knowledge at the starting point brought by these two types of 
knowledge. 
Hypothesis 7.  The new private patent knowledge can increase the market share by 

1 1 1(0 1)ρ θ ρ< < <  in first 2L  periods right after private patent knowledge transaction. The 

new proprietary big data knowledge can make market share grow 2 1 2(0 1)ρ θ ρ< < <  in 

first 2L  periods right after the proprietary big data knowledge transaction. 

1(0 1)ρ θ ρ < < <  is the total growth rate of the market share of the new product in first 2L  
periods brought by two types of knowledge transactions. 
Hypothesis 8.  iV  conducts two types of knowledge transactions simultaneously at time 
period T , and develops new product immediately after the knowledge transaction. ( )Tζ  is 

the discounted expected profit (DEP) of iV  before knowledge transaction and new product 

development, ( )Tξ  is the DEP of iV  after knowledge transactions and new product 
development, and ( )K T  is the total cost of knowledge transactions. The total DEP ( )Tψ  
can be calculated by ( ) ( ) + ( ) - ( )T T T K Tψ ζ ξ= . 

The model of this paper is a further research on knowledge transactions [24]. In order to 
verify the model and compare it with previous research findings, we follow Wu and Zeng 
(2009) in the same assumptions and variables [27]. These variables are as follows: Q  is the 
total product market volume; p  is the product price; MC  is the product marginal cost at the 
starting period; φ is the market share of the new product at the initiation stage, which first 

rises at a rate of 1 1(0 1)θ θ< <  in time periods 1L  and then descends at a rate of 

(0 1)θ θ< <  in other periods; the knowledge absorption capacity of iV  is 0 1α α < <（ ）; 
the discount rate is r ; the product life cycle is N , and N  should be recalculated after the 
two types of knowledge transactions.  

3. Decision Model of Pricing Strategies for Knowledge Transactions 

3.1. Expected Profits before Two Types of Knowledge Transactions 

At the stage before knowledge transactions, iV  produces a product with its original 
knowledge. With this background, sales revenue minus production costs, and discounted to 
the starting point, we can get the discounted expected profit (DEP) before two types of 
knowledge transactions, as shown in Equation (1). The detailed derivation process of Equation 
(1) can refer to the research results of Wu and Zeng (2009) [27]. 
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3.2. Expected Profit after Two Types of Knowledge Transaction 

We model a firm’s pricing decision of knowledge transaction as a one-time irreversible 
pricing scheme selection decision. Hence, after time T , the firm completes knowledge 
transaction and produces new product with two types of new knowledge. According to 
hypotheses 3, 5, and 7, ρ , 1ρ  and 2ρ  are the total market share growth rate, the market 

share growth rate in the first 2L  periods after iV  only purchases private patent knowledge in 

knowledge transaction, and the market share growth rate in the first 2L  periods after iV  
merely purchases proprietary big data knowledge in knowledge transaction, respectively. 
Knowledge becomes more efficient over time, and the more efficient the type of knowledge 
the larger the values of ρ , 1ρ , and 2ρ . However, the efficiency level of proprietary big data 

knowledge is 2 2q ρ  in that 2q  is the percentage of proprietary big data knowledge 

transactions. Meanwhile, 1 2ω ω，  are the weights of private patent knowledge contribution 
and proprietary big data knowledge contribution to the total update rate of external new 
knowledge, which leads to the total market share growth rate ρ  as Equation (2). 

1 1 2 2 2 2(0 1)q qρ ω ρ ω ρ= +      ≤ ≤  (2) 

If iV  takes knowledge transactions at time period T , the market share of the new product 

at time period T  is 1(1 )Tφ θ+  when 1T L≤ , and 1 1
1(1 ) (1 )L T Lφ θ θ −+ −  when 1T L> . 

New private patent knowledge and proprietary big data knowledge begin to influence the 
market share of the product after adopting new knowledge. According to hypotheses 7, the 
product’s market share first increases with a rate of ρ  in 2L  periods after knowledge 
transaction, and then falls at a rate of θ . Therefore, if we denote the new product’s the market 
share by , )n Tλ（ , then it can be obtained by Equation (3).  
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Q  is defined as the total product market volume, , )n Tλ（  is the market share of the new 

product in period n , then product sales are , )Q n Tλ（ . If all the products are sold, the 

production of the new product after knowledge transactions 1q  can be calculated by Equation 
(4). 
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According to hypotheses 3, 5 and 6,  β , 1β  , and 2β  are the total update rate of external 
knowledge, the knowledge update rate brought by private patent knowledge, and the 
knowledge update rate brought by proprietary big data knowledge. Similarly, 1 2ω ω,  are the 
contribution weights of private patent knowledge and proprietary big data knowledge to the 
total external knowledge, and 2q  represents the usage ratio of the proprietary big data 
knowledge. Thus, β  can be defined by Equation (5). 

1 1 2 2 2 2(0 1)q qβ ω β ω β= +      ≤ ≤  (5) 

After two types of knowledge transactions at time period T , the new product’s knowledge 
has been updated by the external knowledge update rate Tβ . Knowledge becomes more 
efficient over time, and it can lead the marginal cost of the product at time period T  reduced 
to TMCβ . However, given not all knowledge can be absorbed by firms, the marginal cost of 
the product at time period T  will be reduced to T nMCβ α  when the knowledge absorption 
capacity of iV  is α . The total production cost in the time period n  after two types of 

knowledge transactions is equal to , ) T nQ n T MCλ β α( . Subtract total production cost from 

the sales revenue ( , )pQ n Tλ , and multiply T nr r to discount the profits to the starting point, 
the DEP after two types of knowledge transactions can be expressed as Equation (6).  

1 1 2 2 2
1 1

( ) ( , ) ( , ) ( )
N N

T n T n T n

n n
T pQ n T r r Q n T MC q r rξ λ λ ω β ω β α

= =

=  − +   ∑ ∑  (6) 

Replace ( , )n Tλ  in Equation (6) with Equation (3), the DEP after two types of knowledge 
transactions and new product development can be expressed as Equation (7). 
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3.3. Cost of Two Types of Knowledge Transaction 
We have assumed in hypothesis 4 that the cost of two types of knowledge transaction K  

consists of the fixed transaction cost fixk  and the variable transaction cost vark . To be 

specific, the total fixed knowledge transaction cost fixk  consists of the fixed fee of two types 
of knowledge. For private patent knowledge, the royalty payment is the fee that is charged 
through a per-unit royalty on the production of new product. It is variable cost. Then, the fixed 
cost of private patent knowledge in two-part tariff pricing strategy only includes the fixed fee 
for private patent knowledge, that is 11k . For proprietary big data knowledge, if the usage rate 
of big data knowledge in each transaction is determined, the price for the proprietary big data 
knowledge is a fixed value. Therefore, the fixed cost of proprietary big data knowledge in a 
two-part tariff pricing scheme includes not only a fixed registration fee of the platform but 
also the price of each proprietary big data knowledge transaction. From hypotheses 2 and 3, 

21k  is the fixed registration fee of proprietary big data knowledge, 22k  is the price cap of each 

big data knowledge transaction, and 2 2(0 1)q q≤ ≤  represents the amount of proprietary big 
data knowledge purchased by knowledge transaction recipient firm, so the total fixed 
knowledge transaction cost fixk  is as Equation (8).  

11 21 22 2 2(0 1)fixk k k k q q= + +       ≤ ≤（ ）  (8) 

As already mentioned, the royalty payment is related to production; hence it is a variable 
cost. Furthermore, the total variable cost vark  is also associated with the potential differences 

between original internal knowledge and external new knowledge. 12k  is per-unit royalty of 

private patent knowledge, and 1q  represents the production of the new product after 
knowledge transaction. Let F  be the coefficient of the work done to overcome the potential 
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knowledge difference, the total variable cost of knowledge transaction can be expressed by 
Equation (9).  

var 12 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2[ ( ) ] ( 0 0 1)T Tk k q F q q qα ω β ω β= + − +        ≥  ≤ ≤，  (9) 

With total fixed cost plus variable cost, and then discount to the starting point, we can 
obtain the total knowledge transaction cost, which is shown in Equation (10).  

11 12 1 21 22 2 1 1 2 2 2( ) [ [ ( ) ]]T T TK T k k q k k q F q rα ω β ω β= + + +   + − +      ）（ ）（  (10) 

 In Equation (10), the pricing strategy of private patent knowledge represents lump-sum 
pricing when 11 0k >  and 12 0k = , royalty pricing when 11 0k =  and 12 0k > , and two-part 

tariff pricing when 11 0k >  and 12 0k > . Similarly, the pricing strategy of proprietary big 

data knowledge is subscription pricing if 22 0k =  and 21 0k > . If we set 21 0k = , 22 0k >  
and 20 1q< < , the pricing strategy of proprietary big data knowledge is pay-per-use pricing. 

If 21 0k > , 22 0k >  and 20 1q< < , the pricing strategy for purchasing proprietary big data 

knowledge is a two-part tariff pricing. Furthermore, if 22 0k >  and 2 1q = , we can view the 
pricing strategy of each proprietary big data knowledge transaction as subscription pricing. 

Using Equation (4) to substitute the production of the new product 1q  in Equation (10), 
the total cost of knowledge transaction is denoted as Equation (11). In Equation (11), when 

1T L≤ , knowledge transaction takes place before the decline of market share by using original 
knowledge, while the knowledge transaction occurs during the decline period of market share 
when 1T L> . Note that we follow the assumption that new knowledge will take effect on the 
product immediately after knowledge transaction, hence the newly acquired knowledge can 
make the market share grow at the rate of ρ  in the 2L  periods, and then decline at the rate 
of θ .     
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3.4. Total DEP of Two Type of Knowledge Transaction 
From the presumption, the future decisions of a firm that purchases private patent 

knowledge and proprietary big data knowledge is to optimize the knowledge structure and 
maximize the expected profit of its new product. Therefore, adding the current profits and the 
expected future profits after the knowledge transaction together, minus the total cost of the 
knowledge transaction, and then appropriately discounted, we can get the total DEP )Tψ（  
as follows: add the current profits and the expected future profits after the knowledge 
transaction together, minus the total cost of the knowledge transaction, and then appropriately 
discounted. The maximum of total DEP is optimal for the firm to adopt new knowledge, then 
the total decision model of knowledge transaction is shown as Equation (12).  

max ( ) = max( ( ) + ( ) - ( ))T T T K Tψ ζ ξ  (12) 

4. Simulation and Results Analysis 

4.1. Computation and Parameter Setting 
To derive the optimal knowledge structure, pricing strategies, and time for knowledge 

transaction, we turn to the differential equation (12) where 0 T N≤ ≤ , so that there is a 
maximum profit for a firm that will purchase two types of knowledge to develop a new product. 
Combining profit at time T  and the value-matching condition, we can arrive at the optimal 
knowledge structure and pricing strategies for knowledge transactions. 

Due to the combined transaction of private patent knowledge and proprietary big data 
knowledge is a profound study of knowledge transfer under the big data environment [28-30], 
the values of those similar parameters in our model are set to the same as those parameters in 
prior research. Thus, these parameter values are as Table 1.  

 
Table 1. Parameter values 

Parameter Q  p  MC  1L  θ  1θ  φ  α  2L  1ρ  2ρ  1β  2β  r  F  

Value 1000 60 40 3 3% 3% 8% 95% 5 6% 8% 88% 88% 0.9 1000 
 

4.2. Simulation results 

4.2.1. Validation of the model 

From Equation (7) and (11), when 11 0k > , 12 0k = , 1 1ω = , and 2 0ω = , it means that 

iV  uses a lump-sum pricing scheme to buy one type of private patent knowledge. Similarly, 

when 21 0k > , 22 0k = , 1 0ω = , and 2 1ω = , it means that iV  uses a subscription pricing 
scheme to buy one type of proprietary big data knowledge. In either situation, the price of 
knowledge is taken as a fixed value, which is similar to the presumption in the knowledge 
transfer model. Then, let 11 300k =  and 12 0k =  when 1 1ω =  and 2 0ω = , the total DEPs 
in Fig. 2 are the same as those in the previous knowledge transfer model of Wu et al. (2016) 
when the value of lump-sum fee is the same as the fixed cost of knowledge transfer, and the 
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optimal timing for private patent knowledge transaction is 6T = [10]. Let 21 80k =  and 

22 0k =  when 1 0ω =  and 2 1ω = , the simulation results in Fig. 2 are also the same as those 
in the previous knowledge transfer model of Wu et al. (2016) when the value of subscription 
fee for proprietary big data knowledge is the same as that of knowledge transfer fixed cost, 
and the optimal timing for proprietary big data knowledge transaction is 5T = [10]. Therefore, 
the model of this research is valid.  

Let 21 0k = , 22 80k =  and 2 0.8q =  when 1 0ω =  and 2 1ω = , it means that iV  only 
purchases 80 percent of proprietary big data knowledge by using a pay-per-use pricing strategy. 
We can know from the results in Fig. 2 that the profits of iV  in this pay-per-use pricing 
strategy are much higher than those when the price of proprietary big data knowledge is 
supposed to be a subscription fee. That is why, in the real business situation, many proprietary 
big data knowledge providers usually make some knowledge available for free when they 
adopt pay-per-use pricing, or waive platform registration fee when they adopt two-part tariff 
pricing so as to attract knowledge transaction recipients. At the same time, they rely on 
advertising revenues to compensate for the free knowledge they provide [23]. Thus, once again, 
the model in this paper is valid. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Validation of the model. 

4.2.2. Simulation with pricing strategies of private patent knowledge 

In order to compare the profitability of knowledge purchaser with different private patent 
knowledge pricing schemes, let 21 0k = , 22 0k = , 1 1ω =  and 2 0ω = , it means that iV  
only purchases one type of private patent knowledge from a private patent knowledge provider. 
From Equation (10), the pricing scheme of private patent knowledge represents lump-sum 
pricing when 11 0k >  and 12 0k = , royalty pricing when 11 0k =  and 12 0k > , and two-part 

tariff pricing when 11 0k >  and 12 0k > . Adjust the values of 11k  and 12k , we can get the 
profitability of knowledge purchaser with different pricing schemes. Then, the pricing scheme 
of private patent knowledge is lump-sum pricing when 12 300k =  and 12 0k = . The pricing 
schemes of private patent knowledge are royalty pricing in different royalty rates when 

11 0k = , 12 0.6k = , 12 1k = , 12 2k = , and 12 3k = . Similarly, the pricing scheme of private 

patent knowledge is two-part tariff pricing when 11 50k = , 12 0.5k =  and 12 1k = . Based on 
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the simulation results in Table 2 and Fig. 3, the total DEPs when 11 0k =  and 12 0.6k =  are 

almost the same as those when 12 300k =  and 12 0k = , and the total DEPs when 11 50k =  

and 12 0.5k =  are also roughly the same as those when 12 300k =  and 12 0k = . Therefore, a 
knowledge purchaser can predict and compare the profitability in different pricing schemes by 
adjusting the fixed fee and royalty rate when it negotiates with a private patent knowledge 
provider.  

Adjust 12k  from 1 to 2, and then from 2 to 3, which means that the private patent 
knowledge provider increases the royalty rate of private patent knowledge when iV  only 
purchases private patent knowledge from it in a royalty pricing scheme. The simulation results 
in Table 2 and Fig. 3 show that the total DEPs decline and the optimal timing for private 
patent knowledge transaction switch from 6T =  to 7T = . The experimental results show 
that as the royalty rate of private patent knowledge increases, the cost of new product 
development increases, and the expected profit of the knowledge purchaser decreases. 
Knowledge purchasers will take private patent knowledge transactions more carefully, and the 
negotiation of private patent knowledge transactions contract will take a longer time [31]. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Total DEPs in pricing strategies of private patent knowledge. 

 
Table 2. Total DEP with pricing strategies of private patent knowledge 

Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11k   
12k   

DEP 18048  20070  21775  22136  22304  22341  22294  22196  22068  21927  11 300k =  
12 0k =  

DEP 18005  20023  21725  22099  22276  22322  22282  22188  22065  21928  11 0k =  
12 0 6k = .  

DEP 17797  19830  21546  21942  22140  22203  22178  22098  21986  21858  11 0k =  
12 1k =  

DEP 17276  19347  21098  21551  21798  21905  21917  21871  21788  21685  11 0k =  
12 2k =  

DEP 16754  18864  20650  21160  21457  21607  21657  21643  21589  21512  11 0k =  
12 3k =  

DEP 18012  20031  21733  22105  22281  22325  22284  22190  22066  21928  11 50k =  
12 0.5k =  

DEP 17752  19790  21509  21909  22110  22176  22154  22076  21967  21841  11 50k =  
12 1k =  
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4.2.3. Simulation with pricing strategies of proprietary big data knowledge 

To compare the profitability of knowledge purchaser with different proprietary big data 
pricing schemes, we let 11 0k = , 12 0k = , 1 0ω =  , 2 1ω = , and adjust the values of 21k , 

22k , and 2q . We analyze a dynamic model with different big data pricing strategies. From 

Equation (10), when 21 80k = , 22 0k = , and 2 1q = , it is assumed that iV  purchases the 

proprietary big data knowledge with a subscription price of 21 80k = . Let 21 0k = , 22 80k = , 
and adjust 2q  from 0.4 to 0.8 , it means that iV  purchases the proprietary big data 
knowledge with a usage rate of 2 0.4q =  and 2 0.8q =  respectively in pay-per-use pricing 

strategies. Likewise, when 21 10k =  and 22 70k = , it is a two-part tariff pricing strategy, and 

the total price for proprietary big data knowledge is 80 at 2 1q =  (When 2 1q = , it means that 
whole right of exploitation for proprietary big data knowledge in per-transaction has been 
purchased by knowledge purchaser. For comparison purposes, the total price of proprietary 
big data knowledge with two-part tariff pricing should be equal to the subscription price and 
price cap of pay-per-use pricing). Adjust 2q  from 0.4 to 0.8 , the usage rate of per transaction 
in two-part pricing strategy is 2 0.4q =  and 2 0.8q = .From the simulation results in Table 
3, the total DEPs of pay-per-use pricing are only slightly higher than that of two-part tariff 
pricing, so we use two parts to show the simulation results. In Fig. 4,  part (a) shows the total 
DEPs of subscription pricing and pay-per-use pricing, and part (b) shows the total DEPs of 
subscription pricing and two-part tariff pricing. It can be seen from the simulation results in 
Table 3 and Fig. 4 that the total DEPs are the smallest when 21 80k = , 22 0k = , and 2 1q = . 
That is to say, the profitability of proprietary big data knowledge purchasers is the smallest in 
the subscription pricing scheme. Comparing the pay-per-use pricing with two-part tariff 
pricing in the same usage rate of proprietary big data knowledge, the total DEPs of knowledge 
purchaser in adopting pay-per-use pricing strategy are just slightly higher than those in 
adopting two-part tariff pricing strategy. This result shows that the registration fee has little 
effect on the profitability of proprietary big data knowledge providers, which is why 
proprietary big data knowledge providers are still not willing to charge registration fees of 
platform or even provide free knowledge, although the two-part tariff pricing is considered to 
be the most beneficial pricing strategy for proprietary big data knowledge providers [23]. This 
conclusion is consistent with the previous research, and the model is valid. 

 

   
 

Fig. 4. Total DEPs in pricing strategies of the proprietary big data knowledge. 
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Table 3. Total DEP with pricing strategies of the proprietary big data knowledge 

Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 21k   
22k   

2q   

DEP 19508  21529  23212  23465  23521  23448  23295  23096  22875  22648  21 80k =  
22 0k =  

2 1q =  

DEP 24117  27167  28090  26984  25887  24929  24127  23465  22922  22477  21 0k =  
21 80k =  

2 0.4q =  

DEP 21292  24607  26733  26732  26332  25754  25123  24507  23937  23429  21 0k =  
21 80k =  

2 0.8q =  

DEP 24112  27162  28086  26980  25883  24926  24124  23462  22919  22475  21 10k =  
21 70k =  

2 0.4q =  

DEP 21290  24606  26732  26731  26331  25753  25122  24506  23936  23428  21 10k =  
21 70k =  

2 0.8q =  

 
Further comparing the subscription pricing with the pay-per-use pricing strategy and two-

part tariff pricing strategy, we can see the optimal time of two types of knowledge transactions 
changes from 5T =  to 3T =  (Table 3 and Fig. 4). The experimental results also indicate 
that the lower the usage rate of the proprietary big data knowledge in pricing strategies of pay-
per-use and two-part tariff pricing, the lower the cost and higher profits in the earlier time 
period, but the potential profitability brought by the lower usage rate of proprietary big data 
knowledge is insufficient. We deem the reason for this finding could be ascribed to the fact 
that the amount of effective knowledge is relatively less. Still, the new proprietary big data 
knowledge could bring higher economic benefits for the knowledge purchaser in the short term. 
Meanwhile, the contracts of licensing transactions with cheaper proprietary big data 
knowledge are easy to be negotiated. 

4.2.4. Simulation with pricing strategies of two types of knowledge 

The purpose of knowledge providers choosing a two-part tariff pricing strategy is to 
obtain more consumer surplus, so the two-part tariff pricing strategy is widely used in private 
patent knowledge pricing and proprietary big data knowledge pricing [17, 23]. The simulation 
results in Table 2 and Fig. 3 show the total DEPs when 11 50k =  and 12 0.5k =  are almost 

the same as those in lump-sum pricing scheme when 12 300k =  and 12 0k = , and the pricing 

strategy of private patent knowledge is two-part tariff pricing when 11 50k =  and 12 0.5k = . 
The pricing strategy of proprietary big data knowledge is also two-part tariff pricing when 

21 10k = , 22 70k = , and 2 0.8q = . If the contribution weights of private patent knowledge 

and proprietary big data knowledge are changed from 1 20 1ω ω= =,  to 1 21 0ω ω= =, , then 
simulation results in Fig. 5 show that large total DEPs are more likely to gain when the 
contribution weight of private patent knowledge is bigger. The reason is that the royalty 
payment will increase with the production of new products. The bigger the weight of private 
patent knowledge, the more royalty payment the knowledge purchaser has to pay. As in Fig. 
5, we can find that the time that is optimal to take knowledge transaction varies from 3T =  
to 7T = . The experimental results show that as the weight of private patent knowledge 
increases, the optimal time of knowledge transaction delays. The reason is that the pricing 
strategy of private patent knowledge includes royalty payment related to the production of the 
new product. Knowledge purchaser would conduct knowledge transactions more carefully, 
and the negotiation of private patent knowledge transaction contracts will take longer [31]. 
When knowledge transaction includes only one type of private patent knowledge using two-
part tariff pricing strategy, that is, the contribution weight of proprietary big data knowledge 
is zero, the optimal time for knowledge is the latest. Since the negotiation of private patent 
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knowledge is more complicated, and a lower weight of private patent knowledge renders the 
immediate knowledge transaction of a more efficient knowledge. Moreover, when the 
knowledge transaction contains only one type of proprietary big data knowledge, a knowledge 
purchaser shall conduct knowledge transactions immediately when it finds that its market 
share begins to decline.  

 

 

Fig. 5. Total DEPs in different weights of two types of knowledge. 

According to the simulation results in Fig. 5, the model in this research no longer regards 
the prices of private patent knowledge and proprietary big data knowledge as constants. It is a 
more generalized model for the selection of knowledge pricing strategies, including two types 
of knowledge transactions and three types of pricing strategies. Therefore, using this model, 
knowledge purchasers can predict their profitability of knowledge transactions, and assist in 
choosing the appropriate knowledge structure, pricing strategy, and knowledge transaction 
time. In addition, it can help knowledge purchasers to negotiate with knowledge providers 
more effectively. 

5. Conclusions 
The economics of big data knowledge has recently attracted increasing attention from both 

academia and industry practitioners, which is especially fueled by the availability of vast 
amounts of consumer preference data and the fast advancement of cloud computing and 
machine learning technology. Firms nowadays require not only external private patent 
knowledge but also proprietary big data knowledge to support their new product development 
and survive in the hyper-competitive market. This study extends the pricing model on 
knowledge transaction by distinguishing between private patent knowledge and proprietary 
big data knowledge from knowledge transaction recipient' perspective so that they could 
estimate their profitability through private patent knowledge and proprietary big data 
knowledge transactions and facilitate these knowledge transactions more effectively. More 
specifically, the model can help knowledge transaction recipients to choose the optimal 
knowledge structure and pricing strategies for two types of knowledge, and provide theoretical 
and methodological guidance for knowledge recipients to negotiate with knowledge providers. 

However, due to the complexity of the knowledge pricing strategies, this paper’s model is 
plausible with some limitations. First, the transactions of private patent knowledge and 
proprietary big data knowledge transactions are assumed to happen simultaneously in this 
research. However, different types of knowledge often come from different knowledge 
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providers, and they usually don’t take place at the same time. Hence, future research of 
knowledge transactions occurring at various time points is merited. Second, the knowledge 
required for new product development requires more than just one type of private patent 
knowledge and one type of proprietary big data knowledge. Therefore, the pricing strategy of 
multiple knowledge will be an important research avenue for further research. In addition, 
different types of knowledge for one product are usually not independent. The relationships 
and strategic interactions of multiple knowledge transactions on the efficiency of new product 
development performance can be enriched in future research. 
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